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Ch 3.6
Art of Renaissance and Baroque Europe (1400-1750)

Renaissance=rebirth
Humanism
Reformation and Counter-reformation

Italian R=Catholic beliefs
Northern R= Protestant beliefs

Baroque (1600-1750)

Florence Cathedral 1296
  Couldn’t find someone to put the dome on top of the building.
  Bc it was made of brick (heavy)
  Brunelesqui proved he could put the dome on top
  He designed scaffolding to add it on top
  140 ft dome
ROMANESQUE
16 yrs to complete

Fresco- mixing eggs with paint

Masaccio, Tribute Money, 1427
  Narrative
  Different scenes in one picture
  Roman arches
  1 pt perspective
  Cooler images in background, complementary colors, warm colors in the front
  St. Matthew tax collection story